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Ms. Jamie Rose’s thesis work investigates Trans Woman’s Literature in North 

America. The thesis contains 98 pp. across some preliminary matter, five parts, a 

Works Cited and an Abstract in English and in Czech.. There are also ten subsections. 

The main sections include: “1. Introduction”, “2  Emerging from the Underground: 

The Early Days of Trans Women’s Literature”, “3 Full Bloom: Trans Women’s 

Literature Today......”, “4 Some Common Features of Contemporary Trans Women’s 

Novels”, “5 Conclusion: Where Do We Go From Here?”. 

 

As for the prose style, it reads well, though there are some errors. These 

include the following: “number transgender” (21) needs to read as “number of 

transgender” (21), “also become” (32) should be “also became” (32), “beginning 

imagine” (39) should be “beginning to imagine” (39), “denote hours” (42) needs to be 

“devote hours” (42), “means steps” (51) should read as “mean steps” (51), in both 

instances “compared to” (53) should be “compared with” (53), “zines” (54) should be 

“zones” (54), “it joys” (56) should be “its joys” (56), “of the continues” (56) needs a 

correction of some sort, “account” (56) should be “accounts” (56), from a quote 

“authentically represent” (57) seems to need “authentically to represent” (57) e.g., 

“one of people” (58) should be “one of the people” (58), “marginalized artist” (60) 

should be “marginalized artists” (60), “continues wage” (65) should be something like 

“continues to wage” (65). Yet all in all, the thesis is very well composed. 

 

To be clear, for the candidate, “What is perhaps the most important 

determining factor to me is that, for something to be trans literature, it must be, 

without exception, written by a transgender person” (13). Importantly, “trans poetry 

and trans literary aesthetics in general are difficult, if not impossible, to grasp without 

an understanding of the material conditions not only of transness but of society as a 

whole” (24). This point is well taken. Could the candidate please elaborate more 

exactly upon this following contention? “Recognising the complicity of this thesis 

with the hegemonic system of publishing is, I believe, crucial for highlighting the 

flaws inherent to academic knowledge production when it comes to its potential for 

enacting meaningful change in the field of marginalised literatures” (50).  

 

In a notable point on the penultimate page of the thesis we read, “As 

transgender women’s literature moves forward in time, it appears to me that the 

challenge will not be so much what I have described throughout much of this thesis – 

finding readers, publishers and other people’s work – but rather the question of what 

constitutes trans women’s literature, although in a much different way than this was 

treated in the first chapter. Some of the shared issues presented here stem from the 

close ties between trans life, trans writing and trans activism” (83). Could the 

candidate please restate a succinct response to this big problem? 
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All in all, this is an impressive piece of work that covers much territory with 

regard to its object of focus. In so doing, the thesis throws much valuable light onto 

its field of attention.  

 

In light of the foregoing mentions, I hereby recommend the pre thesis defense 

mark of a 1 (výborně) for the thesis work.  

 

 

 

 

doc. Erik S. Roraback, D.Phil. (Oxon.) 
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